ENERGY COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES ON ENERGY STATISTICS IN THE INOGATE PARTNER COUNTRIES

INOGATE Energy Statistics Network Meeting
Facts and figures

Energy Community Members

**European Union**
The Parties to the Treaty are the European Union, on the one hand, and eight Contracting Parties, on the other hand.

**Contracting Parties**
Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Kosovo*, Montenegro, Moldova, Serbia and Ukraine.

From 1 July 2013 Croatia became Participant to EnC.

**Observers**
Armenia, Georgia, Norway and Turkey

*This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo Declaration of Independence.*
Energy Community and INOGATE

Contracting Parties:
Moldova - 2010
Ukraine - 2011
Georgia – will be 2013?

Observer:
Armenia
Energy Community Mission

Single market framework within a single regulatory space to

• increase trade

• attract investments

• enhance security of supply

• improve environmental situation

• increase competition at regional level

Brussels 8 October 2013
Energy Statistics

Adopted on 18 October 2012

**DECISION of the Ministerial Council** of Energy Community No D/2012/MC-EnC concerning implementation of the rules of energy statistics in the Energy Community

- **Directive 2008/92/EC** concerning a Community procedure to improve the transparency of gas and electricity prices charged to industrial end-users

- **Regulation (EC) No 1099/2008** on energy statistics

Implementation

- Rules on energy statistics to be implemented in the Energy Community by 31 December 2013
- Adaptation of the specific provisions of the adopted rules is possible (Article 2 of the MC Decision D/2012/MC-EnC) if
  - Energy Community Secretariat invited to coordinate common efforts
  - Technical assistance to implementation
  - Nomination of national coordinators
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Technical assistance

First stage in progress

Technical assistance contract signed on 5 August 2013

Time frame: August 2013 – April 2014

Service specification
- Country specific
- Result oriented
- Energy Community level

reconciled with national coordinators with the view to the programs of
- EUROSTAT
- INOGATE
- USAID etc

Brussels 8 October 2013
Focus of the assistance

A/ Annual balances
- RES data
- consumption data

B/ Monthly statistics

C/ Price statistics
Improving annual data collections

Task 1
- **Assessment Report** - (for Moldova, Ukraine and Georgia use assessment of INOGATE TS

Task 2
- **RES**: Assistance to develop tailor-made documents - Moldova
- **Improving data on energy consumption**: developing new or adapting existing practices in cooperation with responsible staff in NCA, recommendations of best practices to improve existing surveys, to create instructions and guidelines to organize and conduct the survey based on sampling, with examples of relevant documentations and recommendation of best practices and development of standard documents and procedures, particularly in respect of consumption of energy in households - Moldova, Ukraine, Armenia and Georgia
- **Time period**: October 2013 - March 2014

Task 3
- **Training** in the form of peer consulting under the governance of experienced expert from NCA in an EU Member States – Moldova, Ukraine, Armenia and Georgia
- **Study visits** - Moldova, Ukraine, Armenia and Georgia
- **Time period**: October 2013 - March 2014
Monthly statistics

Task 1
- Assessment of available monthly collections for Moldova, Ukraine and Georgia use assessment of INOGATE TS,
- Time period: by end September 2013

Task 2
- Recommendation of the most cost-effective system for monthly statistics for each individual Beneficiary, developed in cooperation with Competent National Authorities - Moldova
- Time period: September 2013 – March 2014

Task 3
- Development of standard documents for monthly collections, reporting format for reporting units, guidelines and procedures including validation procedures, in cooperation with NCAs - Moldova
- Time period: September – December 2013

Task 4
- Hands-on training of key staff from designated NCA responsible for monthly statistics to collect, compile and validate monthly collection, preferably for Beneficiaries of the Task 2 or 3 on-site per Beneficiary or together for experts from Beneficiaries without language barriers (ALL?).
- Time period: set in November 2013
Price statistics

Task 1
• Analysis of existing legislative, institutional and administrative framework and available capacities in key institutions - for Moldova, Ukraine and Georgia use assessment of INOGATE TS
• Time period: by end September 2013

Task 2
• Presentation of best practices in EU MS in the form of study visits to NCA in EU MS with well functioning price reporting system, peer consulting provided by expert effectively involved in price statistics in EU MS, consultation and experience sharing among NCAs from Energy Community CP and / or workshops - Moldova, Ukraine
• Time period: August - September 2013

Task 3
• In cooperation with NA propose system for data collection, create or improve methodologies and questionnaires, procedural rules, if necessary, amendments of current regulations, cooperation agreements etc – In case of Moldova, Ukraine, in coordination with INOGATE TS
• Time period: September – December 2013

Task 4
• Prepare and guide staff in NCA to conduct a pilot survey applying proposed documents and procedures, to check and validate results and to finalize standard documents (as applicable, only for Beneficiaries that still do not have gas and electricity price statistics compiled in compliance with EUROSTAT methodology) - procedural rules including, if necessary, amendments of current regulations, cooperation agreements etc – In case of Moldova, Ukraine, in coordination with INOGATE TS
• Time period: September - December 2013
Coordination is a key word

INOGATE and Energy Community, relying on EUROSTAT as a common backup, coordinate plans and activities.

Financial and technical resources are limited.

We have to count on efficiency.

We have to improve cost effectiveness.

Institutions have to coordinate their efforts.
Thank you for your attention!

www.energy-community.org